The Analyser Experts
For the last 25 years Analox have been designing and manufacturing
analysers for military and commercial divers. We are breathing air
specialists. Analox now offers the complete sport diving analysis
package - Nitrox, Trimix and Carbon Monoxide.

Let Analox look after the air you breathe

Ensure you’re selling a
CO free mix

Specifications
Range:
Accuracy:
Sensor Life (Expected):
Sensor Life (Warranty):
Electronics Warranty:
Operating Temperature:
Weight:
Dimensions:

0 - 25ppm
+/- 1ppm @ CTP
2 years
1 year
1 year
0 - 40°C (32 - 104°F)
400g (0.8lbs)
175 x130 x 70mm (6.8 x 5.11 x 2.75 inches)

For more information please contact:
Analox Sensor Technology Ltd
15 Ellerbeck Court
Stokesley Industrial Park
Stokesley
TS9 5PT UK
Tel: +44 (0)1642 711400
info@analox.net

www.analox.net
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Analox CO Clear™

Analox CO ClearTM - Features and Benefits to You

Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Monoxide is a highly toxic gas which cannot be detected by
sight or smell. When Carbon Monoxide is inhaled it bonds with
haemoglobin and forms carboxyhaemoglobin. This affects the ability
of blood to carry oxygen around the body.
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By installing an Analox CO ClearTM
you can assure your customers that
their tank fills are free from Carbon
Monoxide. Your customers will
have faith in their mix knowing it has
been continuously monitored. Go
above and beyond - fit an
Analox CO ClearTM

It only takes a small concentration of Carbon Monoxide, breathed at
pressure, to affect the human body. Symptoms of CO poisoning can
include headache, fatigue, confusion and dizziness. However
prolonged exposure could lead to unconsciousness, brain damage or
even death.
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The Solution

Enhanced Customer Service

Continuous Safety Protection
The Analox CO ClearTM eliminates
CO Clear™ in use
the possibility of unknown Carbon
Monoxide contamination as your compressor is monitored
continuously, 24-7 not once every 3-6 months.

ClearTM

The Analox CO
is a fixed alarm, designed to be used by air
stations. It continuously monitors for high levels of Carbon Monoxide
contamination from compressors.
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Cost Effective
The Analox CO ClearTM is a fixed analyser. Once fitted you
will only need to change the sensor every two years.
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Visual and Audible Alarm Warnings
The Analox CO ClearTM offers both audible and visual
alarms to high levels of Carbon Monoxide - perfect for a
busy and noisy compressor room

Alarm 1
Alarm 2
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Display
CO Sensor

Ease of Use
The Analox CO ClearTM is extremely easy to fit and connect. It
does not require an engineer to maintain, calibration and
sensor changes are easy to complete. Full instructions are
available on the website.

